March 19, 2019

To Whom It May Concern:

Subject: Maintenance and Cleaning of Thresholds, Gasketing, Finger Guards, Lite Kits, Louvers, Glass, Metal Edge/Astragals, Continuous Hinges, Sliding Door Hardware

Our products do not require any routine maintenance.

It is recommended that the fit of the gasketing be checked annually and adjusted if necessary to seal properly against the door surface. This should only be necessary if settling of the building occurs changing the fit of the door and frame.

If cleaning of any of our products is desired, we recommend either dry dusting or wiping with a mild cleaning solution. Some glass types have safety film – do not use a scraper, excess moisture or anything abrasive that may damage the required safety film.

Thank you,

Roger P. Skold Jr., AHC
Technical Director